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BACKGROUND 
Bristol Bay is home to the world’s largest wild sockeye run and supports over 
2,000 independent businesses and 10,000 fishing jobs annually. Harvesting 
between 60-70% of Alaska’s wild sockeye annually (ADF&G Commercial Harvest 
and Exvessel Value data) and 50% of the world’s supply, Bristol Bay is a global 
supply leader and significant economic driver in the seafood industry. The 
fishery’s sustainability, volume, health benefits, and economic impact make it a 
true national treasure, from tide to table.   

The mission of the marketing committee is to:  

Showcase the health and nutritional benefits of Bristol Bay Sockeye, as well 
as the unique nature of Bristol Bay in the context of sustainability, to retail 
and wholesale customers in the global and domestic marketplace. 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The BBRSDA’s marketing activities will work toward the goal of achieving three 
strategic priorities: 

1. Increased awareness and perceived value of Bristol Bay brand at 
consumer, retail, foodservice, and processor level. 

2. Stimulate increased demand and loyalty for Bristol Bay Sockeye (BBS).  
3. Build long-term value for the Bristol Bay harvest as a whole. 

 
BBRSDA’s BBS marketing program will promote the story of Bristol Bay, its 
fisheries, sustainability, economy and fishermen, culinary attributes of sockeye 
salmon, and health and nutritional benefits. Marketing activities will focus on 
six key areas, including:  
Primary Audiences: 

• Retail 
• Food Service/Chefs 
• Media/Public Relations 

 
Secondary Audiences: 

• Processors/ Distributors 
• Direct marketers 

 
Ultimate Audience: 

• Consumer 
 
Given the BBRSDA’s resources, strengths, and opportunities, audience 
refinement for the three primary audiences includes:   

• Retail: Smaller retail chains and seafood markets that value sustainability, 
story/place of origin, and quality. 

• Food Service: Independent restaurants/chefs, specifically those that serve 
wild salmon, care about sustainability, and value where food comes from. 
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• Media Relations: Consumer media, specifically focusing on epicurean, 
adventure, outdoors, and sustainability. 

 
BRISTOL BAY SOCKEYE MARKETING STRATEGIES 
 
The following Strategic Marketing Plan outlines goals and strategies tailored to 
each target audience that could be undertaken over the next one to three years 
(2015-2018).  
 

RETAIL 
 
POSITIONING: Consumers are eating more fresh and frozen seafood at 
home compared with two years ago and 73% feel it is important to know 
the source or origin of the fish they purchase. The seafood person at the 
store is no longer the go-to source for credible seafood information for 
either target audience. Instead, consumers are turning to digital media 
for information about seafood. 
 
Given that the majority of Bristol Bay sockeye salmon is canned and 
flash-frozen (vs. fresh), marketing efforts should be focused on these 
product forms in the retail sector. Canned salmon, in particular, is 
relevant given the growing need to build new markets and consumers. 
 
STRATEGIES: Distribution of point-of-sale materials; relationship building 
throughout the supply chain and seafood industry; in-store demos 
featuring BBS products; and partnerships with non-seafood brands on 
collaborative promotions. 
 
FOOD SERVICE/CHEF  
 
POSITIONING: Food trends start at food service where chefs become 
spokespeople for the brand and carry the message of their menu choices 
to their customers and the public everyday. BBRSDA’s target consumers 
are increasingly intrigued by chef profiles and personalities; chefs have 
become valued advocates in policy and foodie circles for values-based 
food brands. 
 
There is growing traction and interest around frozen seafood (based on 
concerns around sustainability and food/financial waste); thus, there is 
increased potential to grow new domestic food service markets for frozen 
sockeye where fresh salmon was sold previously. 
 
STRATEGIES: Expand chef network and leverage cause-based marketing 
as appropriate; distribution of informational and promotional materials; 
foster relationships with key spokespersons; and explore and develop 
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new markets and promotional opportunities with higher-volume food 
service customers. 
 
 
MEDIA/PUBLIC RELATIONS 
 
POSITIONING: Sharing BBS’ story with trade and consumer media helps 
develop relationships, generate interest, and build the “brand” while also 
keeping the public informed about current developments in the fishery. 
Social media and websites are a way to connect directly with consumers 
as well as members of the media. Through media relations and placement, 
BBRSDA members are aware of the BBRSDA’s activities, creating more 
fishermen buy-in and programming support.   
 
STRATEGIES: Provide BBS product samples to key influencers (print and 
digital media); establish relations and communications with national 
media outlets; host Bristol Bay Press/Chef Tours; attend and participate in 
industry conferences and events; maintain BBS consumer website and 
social media platforms; and identify potential opportunities to generate 
extra attention around Bristol Bay fishing seasons. 
 
PROCESSORS/DISTRIBUTORS 
 
POSITIONING: Processors are the next link in the chain of custody after 
fishermen and are responsible for getting almost all of the Bristol Bay 
catch to market. Each processor has relationships with distributors, 
retailers, and food service establishments. Working with processors to 
find common ground, form partnerships and identify marketing 
opportunities will help BBRSDA build distributor, retail, and food service 
relationships moving forward.  
 
STRATEGIES: Work with regional processors/distributors/wholesale to 
identify and work on partnership opportunities for wholesale, distribution, 
and retail customers. 
 
DIRECT MARKETERS 
 
POSITIONING: More and more consumers want to know where their food 
is coming from. Direct marketers skip the middlemen and connect 
directly to markets and customers. Supporting Bristol Bay direct 
marketing efforts helps spread the word about the fishery and region, 
and provides a face for the entire fishery.  
 
STRATEGIES: Provide direct marketers with educational tools and 
materials; establish and maintain list of current Bristol Bay direct 
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marketers; and help increase awareness about Bristol Bay direct 
marketers through BBS digital and social media platforms. 
 
CONSUMER 
 
POSITIONING: All processor/retail/food service/direct marketer/public 
relations programs are aimed at reaching the end user, the CONSUMER, 
who has buying power, makes food decisions, and will ultimately be 
choosing to purchase BBS.  
 
STRATEGIES: Build and strengthen BBS citizen base of consumers; 
increase awareness and appreciation for health and nutritional benefits of 
BBS; implement targeted digital media advertising throughout the year; 
and develop and maintain BBS materials. 


